



































































































































AMAT 584 Lecture 33 4 17 20

todays Persistent Homology

At various points in TDA I and II I have mentioned the
persistent homology pipeline in varying levels ofdetail

Here it is again

Persistent Homology Pipeline

e.g points in 112 or finite metricspace

ifiltration e.g Tech Rips or Delaunay filtration
I

PersistenceModuleT
I

Ba

We'vealready discussed contructions forgoing from data
to a filtration

Now we discuss the rest of the pipeline






































































































































Let's recall that a filtration indexed by 6,0 is a collection
of topological spaces

F Fr re co a such that FrcFs whenever res

Thisdefinitionadmitsmanyvariants
Simplicial complexes instead of topological spaces
Filtrations indexed by NV Z or IR instead of 0,0

A filtration indexed by LN is just a sequence of
spaces

Fo CFisC FzC o

Persistence Module
Let's fix a field F say F Fz Apersistence module
indexedbyLo r is a collection of vectorspaces over F

A Mr rc.co and linear maps

Mrs res such that

1 Mr.rs Id mr t r e lo o

2 Msto Mrs Mr t f Asst ie thefollowingdiagram
commutes






































































































































Mr.t
Mr Mt

in
As with Filtrations we can also talk about persistence modules
indexed by INI Z or IR

A persistence module indexed by HIV is a sequence of
vector spaces and linear maps

Mol Ml 2 M23
Mo Me Mz

Note I've only shown the maps between vector spaces
at consecutive indices here the remaining maps are

given by composition e.g

Mo Me z Mai
MoI MbZ M2,3

Mo Me Mz
a

M0,2






































































































































Given a filtration F applying its homology to each space and
each inclusion map gives a persistence module Hi F as follows

Hi F r HitFr HitF r 5 Hit EEE
inclusionmap

Hi F indeed satisfies conditions 1 and 2 in thedefinition
of a persistence module this follows immediately from thefunctorial

properties of homology

The case of HIV indexed filtration is simple

Fo Fists E s

For each is O we get a persistence module

Hilfo Hicks Hill

It's a good idea to keep this IN indexed case in mind

Although we work with 0,0 indexed filtration in TDA
thesetake only finitely many different values and so are

Essentially IN indexed filtrations in a sense that can
be made precise But I won't invest the time to do so






































































































































Persistence Modules Barcode

Amultist is a set where elements can appear multipletimes
e g ABB C is a multiset
This can bedefined formally but I won't bother

Abarcode is a multiset of non empty intervals in IR
e.g Cl 2 0,4 10,4 3,10 is a barcode

LOD loD loD Q1 is also a barcode

In practice each interval in a barcodearising in TDA is
foot

townsidfimmfgbjenebfiitbis.ge
nient for technical reasons

In what follows we work with GD indexing persistencemodules

though everything wewill say adapts to INI Z or R indices

Def Acompatiblesetof bases B for a persistence module M
Is a choiceof basisBTGTeach vector spaceMr ofM suchthat
1 if Pres and b e Br then either Mrs b E B or

M r s b O
2

Given a compatible set of bases B for M we can construct

a barcode Theroughidea isthatthe basis elements mapping to oneanother


























u e I gh ca s p
chaintogether into intervals Here are the details

consider theset LIB b r l be Br Let pi UB Cop
begiven b plb Dar

Define an equivalence relation on UB by bi n b r J iff
Mr r b b or Mri r lb't b
It's straightforward to check that this is an equivalence
relation

Proposition BardB p E l E an equivalence class of r
is a barcode

Wesay a persistencemodule M is pointwisefinitedimensiona

p Ed for short if each vectorspace Mr is finite dimensional

Theorem If M is p f d then there exists a compatible basis
13 For M Moreover BareB is independent of the choice
of B Thus we obtain a well defined barcode BercCM


